
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 1: do this part before watching the episode. 
A. following vocabularies are important to get a general understanding of the episode, read them and 

answer the following questions.  



Maze  

Definition: a confusing network of paths.  

Example: The house has a maze and a walled Italian garden. 

 

 

 

Supplies  

Definition: food and other ordinary goods needed by 

people every day. 

Example: On their fourth day out, the climbers began to 

run low on supplies. 

 

Trapped  

Definition: if you are in a bad place or situation and you 

cannot escape from it, you are trapped. 

Example: he was trapped in a bad situation. 

 

 

Sting (past form= stung)  

Definition: if an insect or a plant stings you, it makes a very small hole in 

your skin and you feel a sharp pain because of a poisonous substance. 

Example: a bee stung him. 

 

Fault  

Definition: a mistake, especially something for which you are to 

blame. 

Example: It's not my fault she didn't come! 



 

Recognize  

Definition: to know someone or something because you have seen or 

heard him or her or experienced it before. 

Example: I hadn't seen her for 20 years, but I recognized her 

immediately. 

Convince  

Definition: make someone to believe something.  

Example: Mathew Couldn’t convince Sarah that he was at home last night.  

 

Banish 

Definition: to send someone away and not allow them to comeback.  

Example: they were banished to Africa for political crimes. 

 

Trial  

Definition: a test, usually over a limited period of time, to discover how effective or suitable something 

or someone is. 

Example: The agency plans to conduct clinical trials of the drug. 

Be in charge (of something)  

Definition: having control or be responsible for something  

Example: The teacher put me in charge of organizing the project. 

 

 

 

 

B.  Use the words in the box or forms of them to complete the sentences, one word is extra. 



 

 

 

 

1. Do all types of bee ............….? 

2. He'd completely changed - I didn't …………….. him. 

3. Maria …………….. his brother from her house and told him never comeback. 

4. We are out of food, we didn’t receive any ………………. 

5. Christian and His friends are ……………….. in the elevator.  

6. She thinks that it was the doctor's ……………….. that Peter died. 

7. I hope this will …………………. you to change your mind. 

8. They're doing clinical ………………. on a new drug. 

D. Answer the following question before watching the movie.  

1. What would you do if one day you forget everything and can’t remember anything about you? 

Part 2: do this part after watching the episode. 
 

A. Answer the following question related to the episode.  

 

1. Describe the Grievers. What do they look like? How do they behave?  

2. Why do you think WICKED put the kids in the maze? 

3. Why the boys couldn’t escape from the maze?  

4. How many groups of people were in the glade? What were their names?  

5. Why the runners couldn’t find a way out of the maze?  

6. What’s your idea about the personality of Gally? What are his positive and negative traits?  

B. complete the script with correct vocabularies. 

 

 

supplies          trapped           sting          fault          maze        recognize          convince          

banish          trial             

supplies          trapped          tie him up       



 

-Whatever we need, the Box provides. The rest is up to us. 

-The Box? 

-Yeah. It's sent up once a month with fresh ………………. and a new Greenie. 

-This month that's you. 

 

-Trust me. The maze is a dangerous place. 

-We're ………………. here, aren't we? 

-For the moment. 

 

They're gonna come back, and they're gonna keep coming back... until 

you're all dead! 

Shut up! .................... ! 

 

 

C. Below sentences are from the script, what do these sentences mean?  

What the hell is wrong with you guys? 

Wait, something's wrong. 

Everything started going wrong the minute you showed up 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Part 1: do this part before watching the episode. 
A. following vocabularies are important to get a general understanding of the episode, read them and 

answer the following questions.  

Secure 

Definition: safe and protected  

Example: you’re password is too easy, it’s not secure.  

Confront 

Definition: to face, meet, or deal with a difficult situation or person. 

Example: I thought I would stay calm, but when I was confronted with/by the TV camera, I got very 

nervous. 

Concentrate 

Definition: focus all one's attention on a particular object or activity. 

Example: she couldn't concentrate on the film.  

Realize  

Definition: begin to understand  

Example: he realized his mistake at once 

Fleet (verb)  

Definition: to fade away, to fly away 

Example: clouds are fleeting away. 

Shatter  

Definition: to break into pieces 

Example: the earthquake shattered all the window in the building.  

Substantial 

Definition: very important  

Example: there was substantial agreement on changing decisions.  

Strength 



Definition: power  

Example: I don’t have enough strength to lift that weight. 

Figure out  

Definition:  solve a problem or discover the answer to a question. 

Example: "he was trying to figure out why the camera wasn't working" 

Prongs  

 

 

 

 

B.  Use the words in the box or forms of them to complete the sentences, one word is extra. 

 

 

 

1. I can't ……………. on my work with all that noise. 

2. She decided to ………….. her phobia. 

3. When you've ……….. the answer, put your hand up. 

4. The glass ………….. into a thousand tiny pieces. 

5. You must eat to keep your ………… up. 

6. Clouds are ………… across the sky. 

7. That ladder doesn't look very …………… to me. 

8. They won a ………….. game. 

 

Part 2: do this part after watching the episode. 
 

A. Answer the following question related to the episode.  

 
1. What happened to Dan when he was climbing?  
2. Why Becky decided to climb the tower?  
3. How was the relationship between Dan and Hunter?  

Shattered         concentrate          secure          confront          fleeting           substantial          

figured out          strength          prongs  



4. What was the relationship between Dan and Becky?  

 
 

B. complete the script with correct vocabularies. 

 

 

 

-Secondly, And this is gonna sound stupid but I do this because of Dan. What happened, it just made me 

…………. that life is………….. And I want to spread that message that life is short, too short 

 

-What are we gonna do? 

-Hey, we're not gonna …………... We're gonna stay calm. We're gonna …………….. 

 

“Can make it” Meaning. 

C. match the sentences to their definition  

I still have half an hour time before the exam, I can make it.               to manage to arrive on time 

We just made it in time for the wedding.                                               To be successful at doing something 

I can’t make it on Friday.                                                                          to be able to be present at a particular 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Panic          fleeting          realize           

figure it out  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Part 1: do this part before watching the episode. 
A. following vocabularies are important to get a general understanding of the episode, read them and 

answer the following questions.  

Infect  

Definition: to pass a disease to a person, animal, or plant. 

Example: the people in China are infected by Corona virus. 

Out break  

Definition: a time when something suddenly begins, especially a disease or something else dangerous or 

unpleasant.  

Example: scientists are investigating about outbreak of Corona virus. 

Allegation 

Definition: a statement, made without giving proof, that someone has done something wrong or illegal. 

Example: after leaving he made allegations of corruption against the company. 

Prevent  

Definition: to stop something from happening or someone from doing something. 

Example: action must be taken to prevent further accidents. 

Undefined 

Definition: not clear or defined 

Example: Certain words in the dictionary remain undefined, with only their form shown. 

Plausible 

Definition: seeming likely to be true, or able to be believed. 

Example: a plausible explanation/excuse. 

Investigator 

Definition: a person whose job is to examine a crime, problem, statement, etc. in order to discover the 

truth. 



Example: a private investigator is working on this project.  

Disguise  

Definition: to give a new appearance to a person or thing, especially in order to hide its true form 

Example: He disguised himself by wearing a false beard. 

Communique 

Definition:  an official announcement or statement, especially one made to the media. 

Intercept 

Definition: to stop and catch something or someone before that thing or person is able to reach a 

particular place. 

Example: intelligence agencies intercepted a series of telephone calls. 

Investigation 

Definition: a formal research and examining a problem or crime. 

Example: he is under investigation for receiving illicit funds. 

Assume (verb) Assumption (noun) 

Definition: to accept something to be true without question or proof. 

Example: we assume that your results are true. 

Precedent 

Definition: an action, situation, or decision that has already happened and can be used as a reason why 

a similar action or decision should be performed or made.  سابقه، نمونه 

Example: here are substantial precedents for using interactive media in training. 

Pathogen  

Definition: any small organism, such as a virus or a bacterium that can cause disease 

 

 

 

 



B.  Use the words in the box or forms of them to complete the sentences, one word is extra. 

 

 

 

1. This new virus doesn’t ………………. children.  

2. What are you saying is ……………., but I don’t believe it. 

3. He …………… as a woman and ran from the country. 

4. The ……………. against him were not true. 

5. After the …………….. of corona virus, the all of the football games got cancelled. 

6. There are some ……………. problems that we couldn’t find any answers to them.  

7. They have walked for two hours, therefore I …………… they are tired. 

8. We keep the ………….. in laboratory.  

 

C. Answer the following question before watching the movie. 

What would you do if you woke up one morning and most of the people in your town were zombies? 

 

Part 2: do this part after watching the episode. 
 

A. Answer the following question related to the episode. 

1. How did outbreak begin?  

2. How do the zombies react to the sounds?  

3. Why did Israel let people get inside the walls?  

4. Are the zombies in the movie dead or just infected with the virus? 

5. Did Gary find a way to immune people against zombie virus?  

 

B. complete the script with correct vocabularies. 

 

 

 

Disguised          pathogen          plausible          allegation          outbreak          alternative          

assume          infect          undefined           

Investigator          outbreak          

allegation            communique          



-The World Health Organization has been tracking the recent ……………. of rabies that began in Taiwan 

and has now been reported in over 12 countries. Responding to ……………… he hasn'tdone enough to 

prevent the spread... 

 

-How did Israel know?  

-We intercepted a …...…………. from an Indian general saying they were fighting the Rakshasha. 

Translation, zombies. Technically undead. 

 

-Mr. Under-Secretary. 

-The Under-Secretary 

-here says you were his best ………………. when you were at the U.N. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 1: do this part before watching the episode. 
A. following vocabularies are important to get a general understanding of the episode, read them and 

answer the following questions.  

Terminal cancer  

Definition: Cancer that cannot be cured and leads to death. Also called end-stage cancer. 

Prescription 

Definition: a doctor's written instruction for the medicine that someone needs and for how it should be 

used.  

Example: These drugs are only available on prescription. 

Oblivion 

Definition: the state of being completely forgotten by the people.  

Example: He wrote one extraordinary book and then faded into oblivion. 

Intend 

Definition: to have as a plan or purpose. 

Example: We intend to go to Australia next year to visit our daughter. 

Extraordinary 



Definition: very unusual, special 

Example: He told the extraordinary story of his escape. 

Possibility  

Definition: a chance that something may happen or be true  

Example: Is there any possibility (that) you could pick me up from the station? 

Metaphor 

Definition: an expression that describes a person or object by referring to something that is considered 

to possess similar characteristics.  )استعاره( 

Example: "A heart of stone" is a metaphor. 

 

Experimental  

Definition: using new methods, ideas, substances, etc. that have not been tried before, usually in order 

to find out what effect they have. 

Example: In fact, all the experimental results show the same trend. 

Trial  

Definition: a test, usually over a limited period of time, to discover how effective or suitable something 

or someone is   

Example: They're doing clinical trials on a new drug. 

Closure  

Definition: the act of ending something. 

Example: Funerals help give people a sense of closure. 

Particular  

Definition: special 

Example: She wanted a particular type of cactus. 

 

B.  Use the words in the box or forms of them to complete the sentences, one word is extra. 



 

 

 

1. There’s always a ……………. that he might go back to Seattle. 

2. For no ……………… reason, he quit the job. 

3. A new drug that is undergoing clinical ……………... 

4. Most of these drugs require a doctor's ……………... 

5. After his death, his name fade into …………….. 

6. ………………. studies on birds and animals. 

7. After a long discussion, we finally achieved a ……………. 

8. If you ………………. to do something, you have decided or planned to do it. 

9. "The mind is an ocean" and "the city is a jungle" are both ……………... 

10. She had an ………………. skill in speaking. 

 

 D. Answer the following question before watching the movie.  

How would you spend the rest of your life, if you understand that you only have 1 year to live? 

Part 2: do this part after watching the episode. 
 

A. Answer the following question related to the episode.  

 
1. What is Hazel's attitude about death? 
2. Why does Hazel attend the support group? 
3. What is Hazel's first impression of Augustus? 
4. Why do you think An Imperial Affliction is Hazel's favorite book? 
5. Why the title of the movie is “the fault in our stars”?  

 

B. complete the script with correct vocabularies. 

 
 

 

 

-There was a time before humans and there's gonna be a time after. It could be tomorrow, it could be a 

million years from now. And when it does, there will be no one left... to remember Cleopatra or 

Closure          metaphor          possibility         extraordinary          oblivion          prescription            

intend           experimental              trial             particular               terminal cancer         

oblivion          particular           

extraordinary            



Muhammad Ali or Mozart... let alone any of us. ………………. is inevitable. And if that scares you, then I 

suggest you ignore it. God knows it's what everyone else does. 

-Well, that's some good advice 

 

-I want to go to Amsterdam, Gus. And I want Van Houten to tell us what happens after his book. I also 

don't really want this ……………. life. 

 

-Maybe you'd like to share your fears with the group? 

-My fears? Oblivion. 

-Oblivion? 

-Yeah. 

-You see, I intend to live an ………………… life. To be remembered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


